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A Pedagogy of Constructivism 
Deep .. Meaning Learning 

I 
n this chapter, we briefly develop an 

wnues of higher education. We explain how the search for meaning 

is most likely to be successful on college campuses whenever edu

cators can help students see the deep connections between subject 

matter, marketable skills, their personal values, and their interests in 

contributing to the common good-whether by performing com

munity service to others, dedicating themselves to a social cause 

that results in self-transcendence, or creating something artistic. 

We frame all of this in what we call a "pedagogy of constructivism." 

In subsequent chapters in this part of the book, we offer concrete 

examples of how a pedagogy of constructivism can be an excel

lent delivery system for guiding students in their efforts to make 

meanmg. 

One important reason we are writing this nook is to help faculty, 

dministrators, and student service leaders throughuut the campus 

to create a series of formal and informal educational experiences 

in an approach that we call "deep-meaning learning." n 

k-ep-meaning learning is the essential precondition for responding 

t () all the meaning questions students commonly ask. Deep-meaning 

learning gets beneath the surface of taken-for-granted assumptions 

dhnllt what constitutes a good education, which in today's terms 

lI'lI<l [ly means preparing students for careers or professional graduate 

tClining. 

R7 

rationale for deep

meaning learning in working with students at all levels and in all 
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featuring common theme 
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dictum "KnllW thyself" 
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t1nal reflectiw about 
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gifted writing 
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and experiential. 

including psychology, 

necessary fulcrum for deep-meaning learning. 

Rachel's Deep,Meaning Learning 

Rachel, a student in one of 

HELPING COLLEGE STUDENTS FIND PURPOSlc of Constructivism 

I am at my best when I am able to bypass the logic in my thinking 

about deeper things. I was taken by the comment that you attributed 

to St. Anselm: "God does not save the world by logic alone." I now 

realize that while logic IS an Important tool for me to use in prepar

ing to be a health care pmfessional, as important for me is to learn 

how to lead from my heart as well as from my head. not sure I' ve 

found the periect formula to do this, but I'm more conscious of it. 

What I am relYing on and more in my studies and Internships, 

however, IS to trust my IntUitions and my feelings. This past semester, 

for example, done so many things in the community outside the 

university that I've wanted to do ever since I came here. I went with 

my gut. I deCided not to be so logical and calculating. I tried out for 

a role In the community theatre. I got Involved With a project down

at the peace-and-Justlce center. I visited an ashram every two 

weeks. 

I am also learning to go within for answers to my deepest ques

tions. The answers, I've found, lie more inside than outSide of myself. 

I stili love to read, study, and and I do hang out in the lab at 

times, but I now realize tflat I'm doing all of this through my own inte

grating filters, or what you call my Why should I 

continue to spit back Information in my classes I've dredged up 

on Wlkipedia or In a Google search? ThiS isn't real education. Mean

ing lives within me, not on the and I can often find out 

really Important to me If I'm comfortable being with my own silence, 

I've even started to do some serious meditation. This always makes 

my chuckle because they think of me as an "activity Junkie." 

Meditation now fills the spaces between my frenetic activities, and 

what's happening is that I find I don't need of all the 

noise I use to make in my life. All of that seemed so peripheral when I 

started to really get Into meditation. I still have fun, but now I'm much 

more centered and less driven. I am the one having the fun: the fun 

doesn't have me. 

(Continued) 
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Deep-meaning learning responds to quests to learn who 

they are in relation to the world around them. learn

ing goes beyond simple knowledge retention and the 

of specific skill sets. Deep-meaning is It 

is integrative. It is heart-, head-, hand-based. It encourages 

honest self-examination and a of 

important and what is not in the ongoing for 

meaning learning is both and cognitive, and 

practical, spiritual and material, 

Deep-meaning learning requires service to self ,md ser

vice to others-in equal proportion. Deep-meaning 

a series of interdisciplinary offerings, the 

of meaning-making, that cut across several of humanities

studies, litera

ture, art, music, and theatre, as well as the 

sciences. In short, the great Socratic is the 

recent 

made the following comments in a paper her 

meaning-making experience throughout the semester words 

that follow are inspired by Michelle Demers, MFA, a 

instructor and former student of Rubert's). insIghts repre

sent a vintage example of deep-meaning Here is what 

said about her learning as a result of reading, and 

with others during the semester. It is fm reader tll 

realize that Rachel did much of her 

classroom and even beyond the campus. gaw 

opportunity to expand her "classroom" a 

communities. 



class. 

If 

hopeful. and 

semester. 

Rachel, the took 

that 

meaning-making. 

that 

the notes 

[classroom/personal development/societal disconnection 

college and implica

teaching institutions 

learn. 

munities, some cases 

constructivist teaching, advising, 

significant repair 

that inside-outside, 

teaching-learning disconnections dichotomies 

education. Rachel ways reconcile many 

own 

engaging and 

aclministrators is 

educational process. 

such classrooms, faculty and in 

Rachel, also 

in Each 

during remake ourselves 

relationships. meaning, both 

the cl1nventional academic teach 

subject complete 

the arts. I 

of all, I 'm writing poetry. I'm a pretty damned good poet, I believe, 

and I don't need the endorsement from some English professor that 

I 've passed tests on how to analyze poems. Instead, I actually do 

making journey. Poetry is my process of self-discovery. I 

others, I 

happens all the time in nursing . 

some kind of perspective. 

I 

tors. I can now spot a healthy consciousness a mile away. I suppose, 

narrative that is positive, loving, 

open their mouths. I 

say so, I 

own consciousness. 
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A Constructivist Approach to Educating for Meaning 

in preceding narrative, full advantage of the con

structivist model of teaching and learning she experienced 

in her semester-long semmar of philosophy of 

We believe educating fur meaning entails a genuine construc

tivist approach to education. Learning Reconsidered: A Campus-Wide 

Focus on Student Experience (Keeling, 2004) that "the 

degree of 

on campuses today] is profound has serious 

tions for both processes and the structures 

use to help students Today's growing emphasis on integrated 

learning structures, such as cluster courses and living-learning com

may in be an acknowledgment of the need to 

restore the missing holism" (I'. 8). 
A approach to and leading 

throughout the college campus is one way to 

decades of clamage has resulted from part-whole, 

thinking-doing, and 

in higher found to of 

the dichotomies of the academy for the sake of her best 

learning. 

One of the advantages of students, professors, 

in cross-campus meaning-making activities to 

restore means-ends continuity to the The fact 

is that, in addition to living our lives in campus community set

tings as residence halls, offices, a 

variety of cocurricular campus sites, each of us, like 

lives our own evolving stories of personal meaning. of us 

must, at various times our life cycles, and 

our Educating for inside and outside 

structures, will effectively all of 

liS how to integrate site, selves, ancl matter into a 

learninl; experience. 

The most exciting discovery for me IS to learn how much I love 

the arts. Literature, music, and the performing and visual arts now 

form the core of my life. These are gifts to me from the universe 

with no strings attached. The essence of life can be gleaned througtl 

now do pottery, a little acting, even some painting. Most 

poetry for me. I t's become my speCial way to record my meaning

have to admit, 

though, it was a hoot to get one of my poems published in the campus 

newspaper. 

You have talked about deep-meaning learning in thiS 

Robert. Here's what the process has produced for me. I have learned 

how to develop my own consciousness. As Stephen R Covey says, 

we all need to "sharpen the saw." In order for me to be effective for 

must first nourish myself. I don't, I will soon burn out. It  

I am learning how to sharpen my own 

saw by gOing inside myself in order to put my everyday stresses into 

honestly believe that it is not the words of my Instructors that 

make the deepest impact on me. It is the consciousness of my Instruc

Robert, that you would say some instructors have a clearer sense of 

what gives their lives meaning than others. Some instructors live In a 

and trusting, thiS narra

tive of consciousness speaks volumes to students even before they 

guess this is what I mean by developing my own 

consciousness. Thank you for all your help this and, If I may 

hope you continue to find a way to keep developing your 
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Suddenly the educational process becomes dynamic, with lasting 

effects. 

A much beloved chemist, Dr. 

instructions. Dr. Sorensen's classes are 

students are the better for it. 

from professors and toward 

opposed to content-teaching, puts the 

Power is more 

and administrators. No longer is there 

sense to students for the traditional tug-of-war between them and 

so-called "educational authorities." 

Sorensen of Seattle Uni-

versity, begins the first day of her classes by announcing to her 

students, "Welcome. I am your captain on journey, your guide. 

You are not tourists; you are the crew, and you will do the heavy lift

ing." The students in Dr. Sorensen's class know from day what 

to expect. They will not be passive bystanders for pro

fessor to hand down knowledge from on high. they will be 

active participants in the lessons they construct per their teacher's 

indeed, and 

Karabell (1997) observes that "as the power balance 

the process

learning is becoming more pronounced" (p. 18). Process as 

and con

cerns at the center of the teaching-learning 

it is calculated to engage students in more personal ways. 

equally distributed in a as the 

case in a give-and-take, problem-sulving session between 

that 

experts in creating purpose, and rationale in their
own lives. 

The for us educators is to our work with in
such a way that content professional we have to
offer them can actually inform the real-life choices that our students 

and the Asking students the
questions is an important function of educators-but more

more are wondering, to what endl A vast
amount of current research shows that when students are 
involved with their own learning; when they are given the 
to design that what they are learning in
classroom; when have e,lucators in lives who are to
make personal connections them, and who express a genuine
interest in their developing efforts to meaning; and when
see the between matter, personal development,
and career does matter (see
Light, 2001, for for the claims we make
here). 

Throughout the half of this we laid 
for making, and in the secohd half we offer sugges

for drawing students personally into 
None of techniques work, however, unless are

to get to firsthand on a level.
Our students have personal histories, and they are stfllggling

existential issues that go way beyond their designated roles as
test-takers, absorbers, anonymous course 
whose names just to appear on our class 

Remember always that there are many valid 

Students resist buying into the often elitist divi

sions in the academy between the and the novice. They are 

becoming a formidable force in higher education, because they fully 

understand that they possess the power of the More 

more, they express their refusal to du as usual by 

ing away from authoritarian educators. They insist that their point 

of view regarding what is important in own lives be 

ered valuable and that, at the very deservc be 

and respected, before they are or 

Whenever learning is geared toward students will 

remind us over and over again they, are the 

In can be the now-confirmed theory of
Illultiple intelligences a theory of multiple 



of faculty and administrators have 

multiple intelligences. 

this, course, 

seleCb for, those who 

the others-what 

and logical-mathematical" intel-

henefits 

systems this particular 

can present 

writers, logical thinkers, 

rewarded promotions, 

faculty, and 

in research. Increasingly, however, 

campuses manife:;ting 

know Ill)\\' 

requires, course, that 

�'wfessional 

multiple intelligences. 

intelligence is 

results-Llriven, 

intelltgences that SUf\'i 

mtelligences ;lfl' particularly 

meaning-making. alternative mtelli

are musical. spatial. kmesthetic, 

intrapersonal, and recentlv 

contend that 

acknow\cdgment educators 

\\'ay', one t\'!'l' l)1 mtd

superiur tl l ,1I'lllt 

education i  th,lt Ill'l'll l,)ok 

u,hut we ,tlldent, 

is ohvillUS tl) II, that 

eXIstential, Il1tel llgl'lIll'" h·y, 

'If 

Meaning-making are skilled in 
mg can communicate differences, 
who have mastered the evocation, inspiration, and 
,'ation, naturals meaning-making settings with 

tuo, who arc adept intrapersonally, who 
enthusiastlc about the inner empathic intuiti\'e, 
,m,l who not expression 
in,gs \'ariet\' meaning-making college 
campuses (Clardner, 2006h). 

It should that existential intelligence espe
important deep-meaning educators, Logotherapists, narra

n\'C therapl.sts, phil,)sophical cllllnsdms, psychologists (see 
Resources section en,l the book), constructivist edu

catms arc who demonstrate 
l'n )penslty meaning-making, 
lIthese have a weli-de\'Cloped All, however, 

h,l\e, in Gardner's words hum,m capacity and ponder 
ql1e tions all which with the h');I,ler issues 

identitv, faith, and 41). 
implicatiun ;Ipproach 

fllture research the extent which the foll()wing pn 

h,dds: decp-meaning educator 11lTcis some

mtLI1'crsunal 
,'xistential. Likewise, anuther prupusitiun hulds that 
lllak ing l'e,lagugy more havc kamers 
llIultiple intelligences predominantly inter- ,mel inlrapersonal 

existentidl. re ults such research h()ld imp'll'tant impli  
l;ltiOI1S t()\' teclchmg meaning, C)IW is the 

,should concerned ahout matching teachers 
\l'lth Will) their own dominant intelligences, 
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The sad fact is that the majority 

little or no knowledge (or understanding) of 

There are many reasons for of but most em be reduced 

to one explanation: the academy rewards, and 

possess one particular type of intelligence over all 

Gardner (2006b) calls "linguistic 

This is the type of intelligence that reaps the must in 

the academy, as our reward are grounded in 

type of intelligence. If faculty and staff that 

skilled speakers, grant writers, 

and problem-solvers, then they are duly with 

salary increases, and, in the case of tenure, released 

order to do 

many students today come to our uther types 

of intelligences. Higher education needs tel to educate 

a multiply-intelligent student body. This of 

the academy be far more willing to employ and support 

educators who themselves manifest 

Certainly linguistic and logied-mathematical 

important in today's high-tech, t'whlem-plagued 

world. But there are other confer val bene

fits on all of us as well. These other 

These 

to Gardner, 

C;ardner\ l11llSt 

intelligence, existential. We meaning

making requires, at the very least, an h\ 

that students learn in different and that 

necessarily or infer ior !tn, The 

implication for all of us in higher \\'l' to 

for ways to link more effectively do tll hUH learn. 
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as we ll as ,Ill' 
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discover 

between them what 

two that 

times used his elicit about 

the inside-outside, constructivist-objectivist dilemma meaning

first is famous 

"atheist "We need any any sup

which everything is together 

surprisingly just democracy, although believed 

turns in much 

than monarchy" 

epistemolugical constructivist, 

sense that what believe, 

year-

we experience 

"Absolutes," have 

world values, and scientific 

certainties knowing. They 

Il1tuitive trust-compatible with temperaments, 

incompatible talking 

:lbout the wholche:lft

with countercontentlOn that an,l 

contraindicated an 

critical 

The second Norman (1984): 

"Fcw can li\'e 
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Realize that students are interpreting, as well as observing, 

the "outside world" they are 

depends. At minimum, 
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to analyze, explain, and change. 

All of us, educator and learner alike, perceive as well as receive. 

There is no such thing as an immaculate perception (or reception) 

when it comes to learning about meaning. have 

written in previous chapters about the the 

constructivist consciousness, and postmodern epistemology. Thus, 

when it comes to making deep meaning, we come primarily 

(but not exclusively) on the side of 

rather than the objectivist observation. one cannot 

construct what one cannot observe, so inside and outside are 

inextricably linked in some ways. The dilemma for 

educators, however, is to help to differentiate what 

is given to their consciousness and the role their interpretive 

narratives play in making sense of what is given. This is 

a shorthand way of explaining meaning-making.What is 

makes sense only insofar as we impose a of on it. 

Obviously, there is no final word regarding which side of the 

interpretation-observation equation possesses the whole truth. 

can only say what we have said before in so words-it all 

educators need to under

stand that students have the ability to and 

reconstruct everything that they see, hear, feel.The extent to 

which students do the interpretive work is directly 

to the extent to which they will meaning of material 

before them. Interpretation of some kind, to some degree, is sim

ply unavoidable. This is the way that the human functions 

both biologically and psychologically Edelman, 

2006). For those of us who are interested in cluing dcep-meaning 

work with students, the implications tu he Wl' 

need to honor the right-indeed, the necessity-of students to 

create their own narratives of meaning in their own llnique w<ly . 

A of 

We also need to help them whatever deep connections 

there may be what exists inside of and exists 

outside. 

There are poignant proof-texts Robert has some

in teaching to responses from students 

of 

making. The written by Don Cupitt (2005), the 

priest": don't absolutes, or external 

port; a world in relative can hang 

well, as liberal often 

to be 'soft,' out fact to be a stronger form uf society 

absolute (I" 76). 

For Cup itt, the inside almost 

always precedes outside in the we see we 

as in the popular song some ago "every little breeze seems to 

whisper LOUise." \Vho love shapes how and what we 

iF the world. for Cupitt, nothing to do with the 

of faith, morals, because there are no 

in these realms uf all require a "leap" uf 

some people's hut 

with others'. Of mUIse, in politics, Cupitt is 

"democracy" in ideal. Realistically, he would 

edly agree the for many countries 

pcoples, democracy is as absolute good-for a 

\ariety of contextual reasons. 

proof-text is written by L. Geisler 

of us ever a life totally devoid of all abso

lutes ... an absolute center we lack 

point for our lives ... it is easy there are no but it 

much more difficult to live as there are none ... one can 

(llll" move if one has 

,I placc for a fulcrum ... without such a we are living 
(1I1 of a shacluw ... that there are 

!H) (pp. 146, 147, 149). 
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Constructivism 

moral civic responsihility," 

summarize research that 
effectiveness "cross-fertilizing," "extracurricular 

activities." activities lively, meaning-relevant 
conversations" also Bradley, Chick

ering, Deep-meaning must how 
types conversations in units such residential life 

They need students 
community service programs, as as directly 
political a civic organi:ations, 

include, 

(Culbv al., 2003, 218-257). 

Educators to connect
ing and analysis and action. an e,lucation 
meaning action, quickly degenerates into Robert 

"action stupefaction." if it all analysis, 
it "analysis paralysis." Either result a 

luss Having cncoLlLlged 
experiential, out-,)f-classr,)()!ll activitic's, therefore, 

mindful following trul' th:lt experi
ence is if true that retlective 
experience all. 

the National 
\'ey Engagement, 

Charitable (Kuh, Kinzie, Schuh, 
idtes, index helping 

,t u,lents their experiences. recommendations: 

Encourage students ask questions all 

r,etween in-class 
suh]ecr 

All')\\'itu,lents to work in 
'luhi,le ,]:-- as in,ide ot clas, tl) pr,)ducri\'l', 
11l\ltll d ';\);Iring aCII\'ltlC', 
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For Geisler, the epistemological objec ti vist, outside almost always 

precedes inside because without moral and pivots, 

everything would wobble. The center would not hold. Even when 

we deny the existence of absolutes in realm, few 

of us actually live our lives as if we believe this If the 

axiological or ontological center is a matter of cultural con

ditioning, taste, and perspective, then on what grounds can we 

actually change anything? What ground(s) do we on, and 

on what authority? Geisler, by implication, asks a 

compelling political question: if say that is best 

sociopolitical arrangement in the sense confers the great

est amount of autonomy on its citizens, why yuur 

of autonomy count for everything, or even anything: Yuur moral 

ground is too shaky to support this 

Any kind of teaching, but especially teaching for 

demands that the student receive continual to 

be an active participant in the learning experience-both 

inside and outside the classroom, both on campus and beyond. 

The core ofa meaning-centered pedagogy, its emphasis 

and wherever its location, is the and responsibil

ity to construct a meaning that is unique to the learner. At best, 

meaning-making educators are medlaturs of and practice as 

these occur in the learner's lived We are talking here 

about the irrefutable fact that there is as learning going on for 

students outside the as there inside. 

cators never miss an opportunity to get 

outside the classroom walls. Moreover, they are always on the alert 

to help students process their extramural 

whether this processing takes place in an classroom, 

conference room, cafe, residence or restaurant, 

Deep-meaning learning has the potential of anywhere 

and everywhere. It is bounded only hy the imagllldt 

and her coauthors 

a strong \\'hen 
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Anne Colby 

Stephens (2001) make 

for "lives of and getting them outside 
the classroom is the key. They well the 
demonstrates the of 

These start with 
"cross-campus (see Nash, & 

2008), educators learn to foster 
these of smaller as 
complexes. will to encourage to participate in 

well get involved in 
clubs and in variety of other The lat

ter of course, religio-spiritual and secular-humanist groups 
et Pl'. 

will need to know how assist students in 
theory practice, If for 

is all then it what 
calls On the other hand, IS 

then becomes way, the is tragic 
of genuine, deep-meaning making. a gen

erous dose of 
\\'e 

dre acutely of the axiom: if it is 
teaches best, then it equally not more 

teaches the best of 

In this respect, we appreciate findings of the Sur
of Student sponsored by the Carnegie Foundation 

and the Pew Tr usts Whitt, & Asso
c 2005). The Survey provides an excellent for 

reHect on Here are its 

• to at times about 
the possihle connections learnings of 

matter and out-of-class activities, 

• with classmates small gro ups 

well achieve a 

of extracllrricllLlr karning 
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original education literature, 

media 1992; 1990). 

like one Proportion

speaking, actually engage in serious 

scholarship, who 

one hundred 

privileged 

doing creative 

tenure. the Scholarly Productivity 

http://chronicle.com/stats/productivity/page. 

php 0&bycat=Go&seconJary=91). Therefore, 

the 3,500 institutions higher 

tion the 

work. Certainly this holds who work 

point that the culture 

education built on workers 

and 

conflicts faculty and 

institutiom, 

ulty driven terror, fueled 

the unrealistic institutiom 

tirst-tier happens 

in first is ought 

asking throughout education), 

ative these institutions constantly 

reduces can their teaching. 

major 

teach. 

Although true 

prestige effecti\'e, 

teaching that students without 

whom would universities. Moreover, 

Ing mcaning opens all kinds creative research opportunities 

thosl' (acultv who puhllshing 

• Build into the syllabus the 

• 

content-learning. 

• 

academic performance but also the 

next chapter on encouraging 

Constructivist educators understand that meaning-making 

is all about the student; we are there mainly to 

evoke, respond, 

voke, expound, propound, and 

education faculty as well as 
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scholarship are rampant in the higher 

as well as in the popular (Getman, Smith, But 

most sweeping caricatures, this just is not true. 

ally very few professors research 

and and of those do, the majority teach in per

haps of the most elite colleges and universities in the 

country. Furthermore, of this group, a large percentage 

stops original research and scholarship upon getting 

(See Faculty Index for full documen

tation anJ analysis at 

?primary= 1 most 

professors in the majority of of educa

in United States get paid primarily to teach, advise, and do 

commi ttee true for those in the 

nation's hundreds of com.munity colleges and proprietary schools. 

Our is academic in more than 90 percent of 

higher is the teaching function of its (see 

Getman, 1992, Chace, 2006 for two different types of critiques 

regarding the between publishing teaching). 

In many of these so-called teaching however, fac

are still by the myth of tenure-track hy 

desire of second- and third-tier to enter 

the ranks. Even though this rarely if ever (why 

this goal is important the place a question we to he 

higher the publish-or-perish imper

in keeps junior faculty on edge. 

It the time and effort they put into This 

is a shame, because one of the functions of higher education 

faculty everywhere is to 

it may be that grants and scholarly publications 

put some institutions on the map, it is responsive, 

and passionate attracts and retains 

there be no colleges and teach

for up of 

tor are indeed rcwarded more for and 

of a 

community-based project, and that ongoing, 

reflective, written analyses of the student's 

in the project are a necessary of the activity. 

Make yourself available as often as possible outside of 

class to help students make connections between 

experiential leaming and their and 

Give prompt feedback to students, about not only their 

a.bility to 

connections between theory and 

Finally, we advocate strongly all of us on college campuses 

encourage students to write their theory-pra.ctice retlectiuns 

first-person sin.r;ular voice. I speaks far more forcefully, and personall)', 

than he, she, it, or they (see Nash, 2004; see also the section the 

to 

and clarify. 

Students take center stage on the college 

pus. At best, we educators are located or in 

the orchestra pit. Only secondarily, if at all, are we there to direct 

or choreograph. Neither is our classroom function to pro

These latter 

functions the conventional practices of most higher 

can only blunt and defeat students' of This 

contention of ours raises the issue of just higher 

to he ruc-

Critiques of professors whl) wuuld 

spend most of their time fl'sl'arching, grants, and pn 

tivist educators. 
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believe 

can 

learning: them 

Internet, Facebooking? 

when 

second? Better still, 

tlow in that 

dichotom\'; that process 

research 

questions ought to 

this chapter, central 

constructivist educator, 

teaching meaning meaning

student vital center 

meaning-making educators 

reinforces and 

example, T his 

students will orller 

that educating 

following learning 

their learning, with 

excitement. 

problem-based questiem, III 

thall 

answer". 

A 

• Learning is interdisciplinary, unbounded, and 

wide-ranging. 

learning frequently story-based, 

personally honest. 

A pedagogical techniques learning 

space, including 

conversations, colloquia learning, 

internet chat 

Rachel, chapter, that 

these teaching-learning �latterns can student immensely 

the meaning. 

the brain-based 

scientists Edelman (2006) Michael Gazzaniga 

(2005, demonstrates that learn best are 

opportunity personalize their learning looking 

practical implications in their e\'eryday lives. Rachel, 

developing deliherately 

out courses teachers avoided the d l-Ce \( 

disconnects content, 

the organic J( suh,ect 

matter service tl), ell' llediclt

to social results in sclf-transcl'nde'nce, 

c l[ crearing something artistic, then hec()mes intense, 

time, students' uptimal 

their cognitive patternings complex. Alsc 1, acce1rding 

this brain-hased highly 

t \'I'L' evaluative from 

,it ie graeles seriou;, relaxed 

;ll1d ClllllJ'lex cllgniti\'C pr()cL'"ing. 
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grantsmanship than anything else do. for meaning

making is a promising field for new scholarship on pedagogy, 

interdisciplinary studies, and research. 

Having made the preceding points, we that the realistic, 

everyday question for most of us in the academy uught to be how 

to make our teaching better. How \ve get our students actively 

and passionately involved in their own What excites 

besides cell-phone texting, surfing the and 

How can we convey to them that, push comes to shuve, we 

want to teach students first and subject matter 

how can we find that special pedagogical our classrooms 

does not even promote such a a flow makes 

and content, and teaching and inseparable? Whether one 

publishes a hundred articles or none, these be 

central to the academic experience. 

For our particular purposes in the ques

tion is, what does it take to be an effective 

particularly when it comes to about and 

making? How can we put the at the uf the 

teaching-learning transaction? We urge 

to become familiar with research that over over again 

the value of constructivist teaching (for Bain, 2004). 

research points the way to what need in to be 

fully engaged in their own learning. 

Richard Light's (2001) findings confirm when for 

meaning is working well, the patterns <lre evident 

both inside and outside college classrooms: 

• 

• Open-ended, evocative, 

close-ended, test-based 

Pedagugy (\f Construcrivism 

• Teaching and are 

vulnerable, and 

• variety of fill the 

lectures, genuine small and large group 

sessions, service and a 

number of moms, discussion gwups, and 

blogs, among others. 

introduced earlier in this is proof positive all 

of help a 

in personal quest for 

So, too, latest research on leClrning by neuro

such as Gerald and 

2008) students when they 

given the to by for its 

II1 her written 

reflection, noted that she began to thrive in her studies at the S,lIne 

time she was her own consciousness. :-;he 

sought and that I-t c)( ) 11\11 Hl 

among self, and persons. 

When students can see connect ms hct Wl'cn 

and their interests in performing )thers, 

ing themselves a came that 

their learnmg 

focused, integrated, and full of passion. Dichotomies disappear. Liur

Il1g this neurons are at firing capacity, and 

are rich and to 

research, although students appreciate some 

of feedback educators, nearly always the impo

111 of acts as a deterrent to their alertness 

Students engage actively in a 

vibrant sense of expectancy and 

lively conversation are far more pwminent 



appruach knowl

conditional, developmental, socially 

created-as and 

personal Nash, 

throughout 

the "chalk 

approach missing in under

heart-learning. 

Bv 

and 

combination vocation 

constructivist 

Martin (1999), teachers and 

their work potential 

to out, 

section on storytelling the 

evocative 

students genuine, 

give-and-take conversations about making 

Bradley, 

constructivist pedagl deel'

conversation hetween allel 

others \vithin the ever-expanding 

not 

at least 

g,Il111' teacher hrst 

eli Constructivism 

invites student what I'm thinking,' and 

lacking. which 
is encouraging thoughts remain 

contrast, are conversation-from 

live 

)-happens students educators 

their time in learning connecting with 

drawing out educating 

honest give-and-take inquiry important 

search in lessons and events the day, both 

inside and the classroom and lecture 

rather, is 

real lives in 

enjoy enJoy it, e\'en if limit conver

choose. 

We spaces, them, 

in cunversations and classroom, 

and the office. can make learning safe and 

coercive. can 

all our pontificating 

uf uur time learning connecting 

drawing each educating through give-and

com'ersation what's really important in the !\ 

meaning events 

ha\'e own interactions with through· 

)lIt C1ll1f'US, our work sparkles during th(N: 

,lfl' with There an 
est, ckeplv interchange 

on. this conversation working 

,ill fe\r another. talk learn 

meanin.� tllgether. It tired old. 

l'xi t sllltdanty and 

(:( mstructivist education is predicated on an to 

edge that views teaching, leading, and learning as experiential, 

conversational, narrativistic" 

and culturally much heart- hand-based as it is head

based-and always profoundly in nature (see 2008). 

Rachel had mastered head- and hand-learning her for

mal schooling. She got the most out of conventional and 

talk" lecture to teaching. What was her 

graduate, preprofessional education, however, was 

In those years she had the precision but not the lJa5sion. the time 

she graduated, she was both precise passionate, competent and 

compassionate-an unbeatable for her as a 

health-care professional. 

Finally, according to the research of noted learn

ing theorists Brooks and the best 

leaders are full of enthusiasm about and the of 

their students to learn how to shape productive philosophies of life. 

They are also the ones who know how tell, and to draw engag

ing, meaning-relevant stories (see the 111 

next chapter). They have outstanding skills. And they 

are unusually adept at involving in nonhierarchi

cal, mutually vulnerable, 

meaning and constructing purpose-driven lives (Nash, & 

In fact, there can be no genuine 19y, l lr 

meaning learning, without continual 

among educators, learners, and 

circles of students' relationships. We are necessarily talking 

about Socratic dialogue-which, to one nbserver (Rhode, 

2006), too often "becomes a shell in which the 
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of meaning-making. 

:\ Pedagogy 

the to 'guess then finds the 

response inevitahly The result is a climate in 'never 

heard an word, and cloudy all day'" 

(1'.79). 

In we convinced that the best 

the Latin word cunversare, to together (in order to learn about 

oneself and others when and spend 

much of spaces one another 

on deeper levels. This means one another and 

through about what is really 

in the for meaning the of 

outside hall. This is not "shell

game discourse"; it "mutual-vulnerability cunversation." 

In the world, each of us conversation with others 

because we it. Our students they 

sation to elliptical text-messaging and hastily written email,. We 

caress each other with the words we We also hurt each other 

with the words we use. can open or we can restrict 

our both in out of the the residence 

hall, We our spaces com

fortable, or we can make them threatening and We 

spend time amI telling, or we can spend much 

in our spaces with one another, 

other out, and honest 

take ahout search \f 

in the lessons and of the day. 

We found, in our students 

t the that most times 

when we really conversing one another. is hon

respectful about the things we agree and 

elisagn:e In sense, when is well, we 

;lIT teac lw rs nne We together. We from 

e.lll. llr\wr. \'(/e make never gets or 

\'(/l' in with one ;mllt\wr, hoth in the classroom 

Chickering, 2008). 

Conversation is the key element in all types 
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technical 
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school 
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colleagues and clients, when 

make 

engaging stlIcjenb 

students, 

psychological safety 

participation. 

times pn 

whenever 

activity 

the best initldte 

because it 

ab, lut issues ,mel 

the best 

llppose 

the principle askmg g'Hlll 

the meaning 

the qlW non 

Rdke 

lllud] 

love the 

themselves. answers which 

would he able the 

then it, 

distant 

163). 

about taking 

spaces there 

formal 

What 

scares 

chapter)? think 

only sign learning? our actively 

in learning? research 

time least ten seconds 

far more thoughtful students 

an immediate 

Buddhists know the meaning

moments silent 

the is 

attending 

moment, and being Ask they their 

elcepest thinking; 

\·isinns, radios, cell and electronic games. Ask them 

and is lIsually with others, especially 

Push question 

is ljuiet they 

,lhlc tn understand feel the 

make meaning 

times studcnb ljuestions: favorite physical 

sl'ace :llone yourself? distinction 

alnnl' lonely? YOU a special place 
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in the workplace. No matter how high-pressured or our 

work, conversation is possible, even We have had neigh

bors who work in diverse fields-high teachers, emergency 

room doctors, firefighters on the job, even husy chefs-tell 

us that conversation with their even 

truncated, is the best way to get something done or to sense 

of their lives. 

Here are a few brief recommendations for in 

• Create a welcoming conversational space with 

one that features maximum and 

invites maximum 

• Encourage conversation at all by asking lbing, 

• Spend time one-on-one with students 

possible-hanging out is the fa\'orite of 

quarterlife students, and it is way to 

candid moral conversation about meaning, 

underplays status and power differentials. 

• When talking with students of meaning 

purpose, attribute the best motive and assume 

• Show some humility and open-mindedness loy first 

looking for the truth in what you and the erwr 

Finally, we should never forget that 

questions of one another about of mea ning, emd the 

meaning of our own meaning-making, is sine fur llpcn

ended conversations with one another. The poet Raine r tvLm<l 

asks us tn "love the questions ... I want tn heg you, as as I can, 
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to be patient toward all that is unsolved. Try to questions 

Do not now seek the cannot be given 

you because you not to live them. Live questions 

now. Perhaps you will gradually, without noticing live along 

some day into the answer" (quoted in Christensen, Garvin, 

& Sweet, 1991, p. 

There is as much learning meaning place in 

the silent of the student's life as is in deep conversation about meaning: 
and informal educational settings. 

is there about silence, hoth in and out of the classroom 

space, that educators and students (see the section on silence 

in the next Why do we that verbal noise is the 

of Do students always have to be 
open-ended questions. doing and saying something order to be Some 

shows that a wait of at five to after each 

question elicits a response from than 

reaction (jensen, 1998). 

Zen well that most significant 

making in our lives take place in our spaces-in 

stillness of our hearts, heads, and souls. Mindfulness all abollt 

to what is outside of us, by being fully present in the 

by quiet. our students where do 
intentions. it is usually when they are alone, away from tele

phones, where 

they do their deepest feeling, it 

with people they trust. the a bit further, and students in what you espouse. 
will say that it always during the times when are best 

why they way they do. 

We deep in uur silent spaces. Robert some

asks these What is your 

fur Just Iwing with Do you make a 

hCI\wen being ,mJ being Un have 



sit in 

minutes every class, 

recently 

you build 

yourself, quiet 

and on what truly 

asked t() 

tend 

saying some

thousands "charter

yen 

blabbing the 

incompetent, which 

oppurtu

a in 

question? 

And that would 

counselor-in-trainmg, as 

academy, is written public 

SOlil 

"soul," calling "meanll1g." 

Education" 

;H all levels 

A Constructivism 

Six Kessler's seven 

and 

concerned mainly 

silence 

ambivalent domain, and 

'busyness' silence 
realm reflection, chaos, 

and prayer 

arc Kessler 

Allow time all 

feelers 

spaces equilibrium 

their and 

in reflective time-outs 

teaching-learning 

ask 

the reflective time-outs. 

faculty administrati\'e meeting, take 

resistance 

least 
minutes their hangout 

recommends 

in her book) silence and 
stillness: 

with students. 
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you consider a sanctuary? If I were to ask the entire class to 

silence for the first (or the last) fifteen of how 

would you feel? When and where have you most fdt most 

calm, most at peace, most in flow? Is it easy or hard for to 

in some time during your day to just be by to the 

"chattering monkeys" in your head, to reflect 

matters to you at the present time in your life? Where do you seek 

rest and renewal? 

Many students in Robert's classes have never been 

think about such questions. But when they do, they generally 

to be very grateful. A graduate student in a counseling program 

once said, 

of gateways are the yearning for deep con
nection, the search for meaning and purpose, the hunger for joy 

delight, the creative drive, the urge for transcendence, and the 
need for initiation. We are here with the seventh 
gateway: the longing for and solitude. She says, "[TJhis is an 

is fraught with both fear and urgent need. 
As a respite from the tyranny of and noise, may be 
a of of calm or fertile an avenue of stillness 

rest fm some, or contemplation for others" (p. 17). 
Here a few tips that offers to educators for "opening 

the gates" to our silent spaces: 

• some quiet in our personal interactions 
I realize, after thinking about your questions, that J Gm't 

stand silence. I tend to rush people into 

thing, even my clients. I take sleep medication all the 

time, because I seem to have of your 

ing monkeys" going off every second of my life, espeCIally 

when I'm trying to fall asleep. I'm not doing well 

in my counseling practicum because I'm all 

time, particularly when I feel is most 

of the time. I know now that I need to create the sdent 

spaces in my life that will provide me with the 

nities to reflect on why I want to be counselor the 

first place. Isn't this question a meaning 

Yes, it is a meaning question. one book we 

strongly recommend to this as well to 

every single educator in the a book fm 


school teachers and students-Rachael Kessler's The of Educa


tion (2000). What Kessler calls the we are 


Kessler posits "Seven Gateways to the Soul in and we 


maintain that these gateways are applicahle to student, 


of education. 


• Remember that many students who tend to be 
can use the quiet to restore an 

between emotions their thoughts. 

• Build a series of during a 

experience. 

• At times, students to free-write what went on for 
them during 

• Before a or an the 
time to sit in silence with colleagues before the meeting 
begins (this will probably bring about the most 

of all our tips). 

• Get students to journal in silence for at tive to ten 
a day-in favorite, quiet spaces. 

Kessler journaling in response to these ques
tions (and dn:ens of others anout 
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"What, ()f 

"How can I change feeling lonely I" 

all I feel and is truly my own?" 


"How docs unc learn to trust ()neself, to believe in oneself7" 


"Who or what do I really to to?" 


"What is it that I did really well today?" 


"What is it I wish I 
 done differently?" 

"How do I find balance between the 

my inner needs for rest, rejuvenation, 

of the world :mll 

and 

"How can I create a peace \vithin me that will radiate outward 

to others?" 

"How can I slow down when arollnd me is speeding I" 

All these strategies are calculated to help students go 

before they go outward and up\vard-the inevitable directions 

where meaning-making takes all the silence, how

bcu:kward. Withuut the time 

of us. 

ever, we run the risk of only 

reflection, it is unlikely that wllllid cver 

reach their ultimate destinations. 

Deep connections to others can supplement the work of 

meaning-making that is very difficult to achieve 

in formal settings. 

Some religiuns believe that the way to the self is 

others. Some helieve that the way to others is through the self. 

What most rel igiu l1S  have common, however, is the pivutal role 

that caring relationships play in making meaning. In fact, most 

are predicated on the importance of making 

deep 

strangers. One psychotherapist (Yalom, 2002) has even gone so far 

with others-God, friends, lun.'rs, even 

as to s ay that the 


hased on mutual e!1,l(agcment, 

m ost effective therapeutic relationship i, (Inc 

openness, 
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and egalitarianism. His basic premise all of us are "fellow

travelers," in that none of us is ever absolved from the responsibility 

we have to make the most of our freedom to create 

Like the great religious teachers-and like too 

believe that building types of relationships between and 

among and students is the necessary (but not sufficient) 

for successful A growing body of 

supports this assertion. We believe that Light's 

stemming from decades-long research the Harvard 

Assessment Project can be extended universally to all teaching

learning locations. Through the years, hundreds of his student

interviewees reiterated the point that their best classes-the ones 

that were most memorable, useful, and challenging

involved being able to make connections with others. 

Students mentioned getting involved outside of class with the 

arts, special-interest clubs and groups, and a variety of content

linked, experiential While the hands-on experiences 

were important to them, even more important were the 

Throughthey had with others in order to achieve 

these interactions, not only did students get things accomplished, 

but, equally important, they learned how to work, COllverse, Clnd 

play together. they learned the invaluable skills of 

how to mitiate, sustain, and deepen relationships. 

In the classroom, students especially appreciated small classes. 

In this setting students were best able to get to the profes

sor, both in ami out of the classroom. Students also enjoyed classes 

that emphasized writing assignments. They particularly 

classes with a lot of writing, because over 90 percent of them 

that being able to write clearly and 

years. 

was the most impor

tant single skill they hoped to develop during their undergraduate 

lreover, it was through their that students were able 

to get the professor's attention in order to develop an out-of-class 

relati'lllship based un mentoring. Also, students learned 

ahout htlw to write they were able to share their writing 
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with small groups and, in the process, receive valuable feedback 

from peers. 

The warning flag that predicted future academic frustration and 

failure, was when a felt a sense of isolation from 

others. Light's showed that initial feelings of being isolated 

only served to intensify the state of isolation, because the student, 

motivated by feelings of and loneliness, tended to 

dig in, withdraw even more, and work alone. Isolation led to incrccls

ing feelings of But when faculty and staff reached out 

to put students in touch with others, as well as with 

counselors, their grades and attitudes improved. 

finding of Light's is that when the residence halls include a great 

deal of ethnic, racial, social class, and religious diversity, particu

larly during the first year, friendships multiply almost 

during the next three years on campus. Often, it takes awhile for 

friendships to develop in first-year living arrangements, and the mad 

can get bumpy along the way. But it is essential to keep in mind 

that friendships emerging from initial living groups "can and 

do shape all future social interactions, social 

interactions" (p. 44). 

Most qualitative and researchers who study the best 

ways to educate students just do not talk much about fostering "deep 

connections" in the teaching-learning experience. These rclation

ships are very difficult to measure, and there is not a lot of precedent 

in higher for how create and deliver this type of ped

agogy. Regardless, John Henry Newman's (1854/1990) comments 

about the in the mid-nineteenth century still retain a 

cogency for us today; "The personal influence of the teacher is able 

in some sort to dispense with an academic system, but that system 

cannot in any sort dispense with personal 

there is life, without it there is none. If influence is deprived of its 

With influence 

due position, it will not by those means be got rid of it; it will only 

break out irregularly, dangerously. An system without the 

personal influence of teachers upon is an arctic winter; it 
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(p. 

create an ice-bound, petrified, cast-iron university and nothing 

We hold that without these "deep connections"-and this 
includes the "personal influence" of the educator-students are 
unlikely to take the 

be reluctant to take the personal risks necessary to 

changes in their lives. Deep connections with others, both in and 

out of classes, enable learners to avoid of loneliness and 

just with students 

the 

isolation. To touch and be touched by other persons is life-affirming. 

educators, 

In our experiences with college students, they frequently talk about 

project seriously. They will 

significant 

deep connections, 

but also with nature, animals, and a transcendent power, as well 

as with a variety of nurturing It 

people, however, that students 

the close, trusting 

most 

of all. 

or lifelong partner 

talking about forming cunnections 

We not talking ahout sexual intimacy 

we 

with communities where a deep sense of belonging is present. In 

our students feel that our ciassfl)oms 

experienced as communities of belonging, where genuine commu

nion between educators and students is possible, then the of 

gets to deeper levels of Students 

take the process more seriously because they feel safe, supported, 

and respected. And when this happens, as Tompk ins (1996) has 

the classroom becomes a "hallowed 

Tompkins notes that the way students are taught to talk with 

une in and out of the classroom on their campuses is the 

way interact with people their lives. They will 

perform, compete, and strive to win in the outside world, if inside 

the they are rewarded exclusively on their 

tu give educators what they want. According to Tompkins, 

educators want most of all is for students to be 

"e, efficient followers of rules, 

test-takers , who know how to defer to those in authority. 
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dents experience vulnerability, 

respect. "dreams," 

them "tread softly." 111, 

Stories actually 

means 

make us human. 

what narrate "real world." 

athletic life 

cosmic spiritual a business venture, 

gated many the live religious, 

political, philosophical. occupational, 

stories color and experience the world we live 

Huwever they each inhabits 

particular time:,. this understanding 

affect  uther:;, just narratl\'es 

campuses create in, 

alsu create. is the 

meaning constrllctivism: meaning 

they incorporate learn 

sturies. as educational 

structi\'lSm each T he 

students and stories hate, 

insight intu \\hat \'aluc what not; into 

striving per:.;onally and who 

teach and administer in 

education that disembodied, 

meaning-deficient experts the 

nut invincihle, hi,mic who without 

111\2' \)J' historics philos()phies life, have personal stories 

among them "genewsity, 

of story-telling. 

out your students' personal stories of 

meet ... , 

able to 

students, to reveal the 

we 
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Tompkins calls for a radical transformation of 

She wants academic preparation to include besides 

ical thinking." She advocates developing virtues for the 

practical 

competence, humor, ingenuity, and (I" But more 

important, she also wants an academy prizes "mercy and com

passion ... [and encourages] quiet reflection, and 

meditative awareness" (p.220). Above all, Tompkins wants higher 

education to have both "a center and a is these 

that we end this section on the need for to forge "deep 

connections" among themselves, students, subject the out

side world, and significant communities of In the twxt 

section, we offer some concrete about how to create 

deeply connected communities of learning through art and 

Effective educators understand that helping students to make 

meaning is directly related to the ability tell own 

personal stories of meaning-making. 

feeling .... In those moments of personal revelation stu

my my trust, and my 

... As their teacher, I offer them my 

and I ask to (Pl'. 112) 

confer survival benefits on all of us. (T he Latin 

rout of narrative "to know, to tell, to construct new knowl

edge.") Stories They give our lives focus. They get 

us up in the mllrning and off to work. T hey help us to solve problems 

and to survive with dignity, style, and grace. In our stories, we live 

we to be the For some of us, our story of 

life is a \vin-Iose cuntest, For others, is a love affair, or a 

or quest, or ur one long, unmiti

catastrophe. For of us, stories we in are 

or or ur or recreational. And 

these how we see and 

work in. differ frum other, each of us a 

narrative at all And narrative 

as their affect us, 

All of us on college the stories that we live 

hut we lin in the stories that we This central ped

agogical of students make in so 

far as introduce, digest, dnd what they into 

their own Therefore, an philosophy, con

confers power un of us. stories we-educators 

and alike-love, the we provide deep 

we and we do who we are 

to become both professionally, and we 

are not. 

The lesson here for all of us who 

hi.dwr is we are more than unsto

ried, in work we do with students. 

\Ve arc prufessionals arc feel-

or of We 

Even better, good educators are not afraid to evoke such 

stories from their students (Nash, 2008), Tell a nf 

meaning, and you have captured your Draw 

and yuu have won 

them over for life. Here are the words of Sara 

(2000) on stories: 

Teaching is storytelling. It is the place where can 

Stories create intimate across 

boundaries. Stories disturb and .... They arc 

humor or passion or even ... ' 

I use stories to create deeper my 

human that 

share, and to bridge the thinking ;md 



beings that 

make impact 

really listen. It is 

take the draw 

might 

hard t() students' 

understand student 

piece 

recommendation, 

student 

to that every 

knowledgearie, re;pectful, 

something They 

They know that their 

understand they make 

them 

students' stories: 

Talk 

because storvtelling 

experiences stories 

This helps reall:e 

victims 

encour:lging 

religious, 
political, cultural, educational. 
enables complex 
meaning with multiple 

Point and universal 

cummllnalities connect students another 

dreams, ask share 
Lightfoot reminds tread 
is 

Teach students evoke 
one another whenever arises. 

educators 

narrative 

meaning. Making is 

subjectively 

denial academic setting 
IS in command in school 
time: ne\-er 

is discovering \visdom without 
the certified 

the fascinating, self leaving 
(mly cliched, recirculate 

again. Robert's business encouraging 
personal narrative is students search 

meaning difficult can write personally 
their know 
stories 
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to tell about the multifaceted human we are. Like\vise, 

our students have their own personal stories to tell. We need to 

learn how to tell our stories in such a way as to an on 

our students. This is when students start to even 

more important, however, that we time to (Jut our 

students' stories, whenever we think this be appropriate to 

the lessons we are trying to convey to them. Evoking and invoking 

stories should always be done with nonexploitative sensitivity and 

generosity. 

With this in mind, we try very to listen sto

ries. How, for example, can we truly how a will 

respond to a challenging reading or writing assignment, a of 

difficult advice, or a well-intentioned criticism or 

without first understanding the story that a might be living 

in at any given time? Although it is safe say student 

wants competent educators who are and 

personally accessible, they also want more. want to 

be understood as real human beings. want to 

stories matter to us. They want us to how 

sense of the chaos in their lives. T hey want us to respect as 

meaning-makers. 


Here are a few tangible suggestions for evoking 


develop further those personal stories that are 
social, and Doing this 

students to sec that they arc actually 
makers identities. 

out commonalities themes in 
students' stories wherever these might emerge. These 

will to one in 
powerful ways. 

• Share your and students to theirs. As 
Lawrence- us, we should 
because it in the dreams that meaning begins. 

• how tu stories of meaning from 
the occasion They, like 

v()u, can be story evokers. 

Deep-meaning encourage students to do a great deal 
of personal writing in order to convey their stories of 

meaning largely a function of being able to 
"me-search" as well as to research objectively. 

• 

what students remember the most, 

• 	 Help students to frame their 

survival whenever possible. 

that rather than being passive 

creators of meaning. 

• 

whenever possihle. This includes 

about your own life as a series of stories. These are 

humanizes us-in addition to enchanting others. 

as uf 

them to 

of one external 

force or another, they are indeed resilient, active 

Evoke deeper stories of meaning from stuclel1h 

tl1l'1ll to 

The of the value of the self's stories in an 
born the all of us have heard at sume 

use the "I" in formal writing. The "I," we have been 
told, incapable of and dispensing 

support of the "them," the experts. Messages like these 
leach storied out of the budding writer, 

the and often pinched, stories of experts to 
over and over first order of in 

writing to let his know that the 
for is very unless they about 

Ljuests. We need to let our students that their personal 
Cllunr. 
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that one's 
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live , thoughts, 

calls this self-creation 

material 

out going 

narrative 

actually It In 

contident that can 

literature with, 

con

heart, they haH' done 

education. They 

understanding 

knmvledge old 

in 

most-;tudents. \'\inting 

creative 

narrative \\Titing ahout 

stand 

a position 

affect 

authorial voices 

academic temptation 

anJ disrant. lIe acknowledges 

okay , to try t() detached 
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other scientitic and But 

particularly about 

engaged and excitable, vulnerable. 

undergraduate we'll Robert's 

day following: 

know, and 

you've Well. with 

professor, understand 

family the 

courageous, 

warlted 

identify "cultural" 

"religious" 

could, 

"huh"" 

Interviews, 

(Continued) 
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Vivian Gornick (2001) says, "A SUillUS life, by is 

a life one reflects on, a life one tries sense of 

witness to. The age is characterized by a need to testify. 

in the world women and men are rising up write their personal 

stories out of the now commonly held helief own life 

signifies" (p. 91). For Gornick, personal narrative starts with 

the writer's life rather than with the and activities of 

others. Robert Nash (Nash, 2004) genre of 

"scholarly personal narrative" (SPN) writing. This type of SPN 

writing encourages students to make sense of the raw (l 

meaning-making first from the inside before trom the 

outside in. What matters most in personal writing is the 

conviction that the writer's own life testities. matters. 

the end, what truly matters is the sense of meaning that the writer 

is able to create, and then to convey, both to self and to others. 

Many students in our classes are they write 

a term paper, a research paper, or a review as sume 

say, their "eyes closed." They know the templates for these 

ventional types of manuscripts by hecduse 

so many of them throughout their years in formal 

know from practice that it is mostly just a matter of 

how to fit some new pieces of the pude into the 

research templates. But telling a personal story a classroom set

ting, with the professor present, is hard fur 

one's personal story in a way is even more difticult. 

To prepare his students for persunal 

meaning, Robert challenges them to Jare to for something in 

their writing. He asks them to try to take un something 

with strong conviction and by displaying palpable in their lan

guage. He gives them permission to allow their to 

be clear, distinct, and strong, and, above all, personal. He rells them 

to resist the conventional to he "ubjective": 

stoical, qualified, subdued, abstract, 

that at times it is even desirable, he or 

A of 

di'l'assionate, and at times to be objective. 

it is also okay, when writing meaning, to be fully 

to be transparent and 

An student call "Sarah" came to 

oftice one to report the 

You all this stuff about postmodernism existentialism that 

been talking about lately. I tried a little bit of it my 

own writing. I was getting stuck in writing my honors thesis for another 

and I couldn't why-that IS until I listened to 

you talk about personal narrative writing and its rightful place in the 

scholarship of higher education. 

My onginal intention was to wnte a kind of literary reflection for my 

thesis by telling a powerful story of loss and survival, With my extended 

Jewish as central protagonists. I wanted thiS reflection to 

focus especially on my grandparents who were pnsoners at Auschwitz 

dunng the Holocaust and who I conSider to be noble 

survivors. Moreover, I to wnte thiS kind of reflection in order to 

understand why I so readily With being a Jew but balk 

at being called a Jew. In the most important sense, then, I 

wanted the study of my grandparents to really be a study of myself. 

In contrast, my honors theSIS advisor wanted me to conduct for

mal interviews with my grandparents, leave myself out of the study as 

much as I and then test for validity by dOing proof checks of 

Inconsistencies when I analyzed the data coming out of the interviews. 

I could only react, ThiS all seemed so bloodless and contnved 

to me. After all, I love my grandparents, and I have listened to their 

stones for years. I also know what I need from these and 

what I would like others to learn from them about their own ethnic 

heritages. Whether or not my grandparents' stones are Inconsistent, 

or even exaggerated, IS Irrelevant to me. I only know that they have 

suff8red beyond my worst nightmares. 
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as knows, incongruous, 
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add. 

ing each 
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running throughout 
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particularly when I lost my dearest friend who committed suicide two 

years ago Without a God to in during those worst of times, 

my life would be totally without meaning, Thank you for inspiring me 

to write so along the way, to discover what's really 

Important to me. 

So, I decided to write my thesis as a scholarly personal narrative 

manuscript, and I placed myself at the center of my writing. I started 

with something that my grandfather once said to me and I've never 

forgotten: "If there is a God, then he is a butcher. He is the 

officer who burned my brothers and sisters. He is the camp comman

der who spit on my mother's grave. ThiS cowardly God stood idly by, 

as the smoke from the ovens, baking all those innocent children and 

adults, curled to his damned heavens. I lost my faith In God once and 

for all in those death camps, but I found something thRre: a 

more enduring faith in the people I loVf�, like Sarah. When I saw 

how fragile life is, and how it can be so easily destroyed by a handful of 

monsters, I realized that cherishing one another is all there IS. There is 

nothing more than this, and it's up to each one of us to love Intensely 

and compassionately Everything else is a pathetic fairytale." 

I decided to write about how my grandfather's account of his ter

rible death-camp experiences really frames everything that I believe 

today about life's purpose and meaning. His account has helped me 

to create a meaning in my life that gets me through my own periodic 

bouts with depression, hopelessness , and angst Like I believe 

that there is nothing more to be achieved in life than living genuinely, 

loving passionately, connecting frequently with others, and doing my 

best at all times to make my world a more humane and caring place. 

In my thesis, I tell lots of stories about my and I pull no 

punches, And, guess what? My advisor loved my stories. In she 

told me that she, herself, was a Jew, and the relative of two concen

tration camp victims, but she never got to know them because they 

Life, every writer is complex, and para
cloxical. It can bore us, soothe us, upset us, us, sadden us, 

us, and anger us, sometimes all at once. Therefore, Robert's 
instruction to students like Sarah is to try to be 

honest. He asks them to say what they mean believe what 
they say. He them to leave room in their meaning-making 

for the ellipsis dots that, in theory, can end every 
they write, and every story they tell, and every truth 

Because personal narrative writing never ends; it 
stops, for time being. There will be something else 

to All meaning evolves-given the passage of time, the chang
of life's conditions, and the natural growth of and every 

What our meaning in the here-and-now 
will inevitably in the 

are some guidelines Robert gives his as 
begin the adventure of writing about quests for meaning a 

style: 

• with "I" before you proceed outward to the 

died at Auschwitz. She and I 

another if I hadn't taken the risk to write personally from my heart and 

would have never known thiS about one 

soul. your own. 

Oh, and just one more thing: like Eli Weisel after writing I 

reclaimed my own religious faith after writing about my grandfather's 

realized that, in my case, I need a God, espeCially dur

ing those times that are bleakest and most ilorrible for me. 

have lots of small doath�;, 

Make sure you a clear sense of the 
meaning-theme your writing. 

a
loss of his faith. I 

I've never been in a death camp, I • Don't forget to tell some good personal stories. 
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Better 
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themselves, while various nres (If 

that learning did, indeed, 

students this 

in narrative 

such "evidence" learning portfolios, 

time written variety 

projects. upshot successful 

assessment meaning-making encourage students 

set their own goal, and take full determining 

\\'hether 

.'\ constructivist appruach deep-meaning learning 

clems their learning 

hand. undcrscoring that what think 
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than as ritual padding 
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writing can be fun, 
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expectations and Learning means that 

full for own kines

Performance about 

taking tests, is 

opmental and an end itself Meaning-making are as 

interested tt'!w the student as what student 

A to teaches to the person 
rather to 1e\[, It that of assessment pro

cess is flawed at bcst, in some sense always represents the 

personal judgment, intellectual biases, of the assessor. Further

more, as most of us know no evaluative ever 

from a sense of what represents 

failure or success, Robert says to his students: "Tell 

how you were judged in and tell you hm\' you Judge 

others. still, tell me how you felt about being judged through

your education, and I'll tell you vuu include, and 

exclude, your asse:;sment of others," 

Some of Bain's be:;t asked their students to evaluate 

still requiring them to pfllvide 

hands-on evidence occur, Often, these 

presented evidence in face-tn-face conversation with 

their teachers, addition to writing extensive self

evaluations, complete with as 

logs, daily or weekly reports, and a of inde

pendently designed work T he fur the 

of learning in is to 

to tu responsibility for 

or not they were able to meet thllse goals, 

Remember, at all times, about 

meaning is the indispensable suurce of re-search writing; 

when done well, it can even to we-search as 

others read and respond to it. 

It is okay to cite other authors' works md as 

as these citations come from your rather 

your head. In other words, 

be passionate about, and cite, the of others only 

insofar as they fuel your own drive to meaning, 

Take some risks; depart from the writing 

Keep telling yourself that you have a personal stmy 

worth telling and a point about worth 

Remind yourself over and over 

and pleasing to 

, not only for the but alsc> fur 

Strive for an academic rigor in your 

writing that is closer to academic vigor to 

sharing. 

Rethink conventional assessment strategies and 

assignments. Educating for meaning requires bold, 

The key is to remember that the mllst part of the 

word evaluation is value, T he best way to the outcomes 

of meaning-making learning is to ask themselves what 

the value of their experience has been. (2004) 

tl1l' 

than performancc, Perfonn;\tKl' living lIl' to ()thn< 

Responsible Construction 

to engages stu

bcyond intellects, Deep-meaning connects 

head to heaft to students 
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;Ihour influences how they act anJ feci ,lnd who they hecome. 

The reverse holds true, too. Who stuJents are (and who they Me 

hecoming) shapes what they think ahollt. A redagogy of construc

tivism respects this symhiotic relationsh If' he tween suhJect (learner) 

and object (lesson) and leverages students' head-heart collateral to 

hnng the lesson to life. What each student contrihutes from his 

or her interpretation and experiences adds to the education of all, 

including the teacher. 

Make no mistake, we are nut advocat II1g tree-wheeling curricula 

with no content parameters. Un the con tr,ny, we Me recommending 

that eJucators thtnk anew ahout the ic;lrI11ng arena. ror students, 

that arena stretches far beyond the classroom, the residence hall, 

and even the campus. With some aJvance preparation, educators 

inside and outside the classroom can put this expandeJ learnlI1g 

arena to work, and they can use it to guide stuJents to dl\T more 

deeply into what they coulJ just as easily skim ;lcrLlSS. 

To help educators envision how thiS deep-meanlI1g learnlI1g 

might work, the next chapter offers several !'rdctical tipS for tnCorpll

rating constructivist pedagogy. In the pages that immediately fullow, 

we Jiscuss easy-to-use methods fm connecting heart and hand (() 

what the head is already doing. 

Nash, Robert and Michele Murray. 2010. Helping 
College Students Find Purpose: The Campus Guide to 
Meaning-Making. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. 87-126. 




